
Week 1: 
gen

Week 2: 
dem/pop

Week 3: 
bene/beni/bon

Week 4: 
cred

Week 5: 
log/loqu

genes democracy benevolence credentials ventriloquist

genetic demagogue benign credence colloquial

generation democratic benevolent discredit eloquent

progeny pandemic benefactor accredited loquacious

generate populace benefit incredulous logical

generous demographic benedictions credibility soliloquy

genial endemic bonanza miscredit apology

genius epidemiology bonus credit analogy

generated unpopular beneficiaries credo logic

generally popularization beneficial incredulity logistics

Week 6: 
crit

Week 7: 
grad/gress

Week 8: 
ject

Week 9: 
grac/grat

Week 10: 
tort/torq

critique progress conjecture ingrate torture

critical graduate subjective gracious tort

criticism congress reject ungrateful contortionists

critically gradual trajectory grateful torque

hypocrite downgrade injection gratitude distort

critic regression dejected grace tortuous

hypocritical gradient abject gratuity contort

criteria aggressive inject gratify distortion

criterion regress projectile ingratiate contortion

hypocrisy degraded projector congratulate
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Week 11:  
struct

Week 12: 
tain/ten

Week 13: 
prim/princ

Week 14: 
mat/pat

Week 15: 
scrib/script

construction entertain primordial patriarchy scribe

obstruction tenacious primary paternal transcribe

construct obtain principles patron transcript

obstruct retain primitive paternity manuscript

destruction pertain primeval expatriate inscribe

instructive extenuate primates patronage scribble

instructors detention prince matriarchal descriptive

instruct attend princess matriarch indescribable

instruction content principal matrimony nondescript

reconstruction intensify primal matrilineal subscribe

Week 16: 
dic/dict

Week 17:
pos/posit

Week 18: 
lit

Week 19: 
flex/flect

Week 20: 
sta

dictator disposition litany flexible station

edict imposition obliteration flexibility stature

verdict exposition literalist inflexible statues

indict expose literacy flex obstacle

contradict posit literary reflective constant

dedicate composite alliteration reflection stance

dictation deposit literate reflect stable

diction opposition literally inflection stasis

dictate positivity literal genuflect thermostat

jurisdiction juxtaposition literature deflect static
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Week 21: 
viv/mors/mort

Week 22: 
cycl

Week 23: 
lev

Week 24: 
pol

Week 25: 
vers/vert

mortify recycle elevation politics inverted

vivacious recyclable lever policy adverse

vivid cyclical relevance cosmopolitan introvert

survive encyclopedic elevate metropolis traverse

mortal unicycle levity politicize avert

immortal motorcycle alleviate politician divert

mortally cycle levitate political controversy

revival cyclone relieved metropolitan convertible

morbid cyclist levy politicization subvert

revive encyclopedia elevator extrovert

Week 26: 
capt/cept/cip

Week 27: 
arch

Week 28: 
it

Week 29: 
roga/quer/quisit

Week 30: 
dur

captive monarch initiate prerogative endurance

intercept monarchy initiative arrogant durability

participate hierarchy exit derogatory endure

captivate archaic reiterate quest duration

reception archetype ambitions interrogate durable

anticipate architecture seditious inquire obdurate

except architect sedition interrogative obduracy

recipient anarchy initial inquisitive unendurable

captivity oligarchy circuitous inquiry dour

accept archives uninitiated acquire duress
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Week 31: 
pens/pend

Week 32: 
aer

Week 33: 
fid/fed

Week 34: 
sequ

Week 35: 
mem/memor

pendant aeration fidelity consequential memory

suspended aerospace confidence subsequent memorandums

expensive aerodynamic confidant

diffident

sequence memorable

suspense aerate sequential memorial

appendage aerialist confide consequence memorize

dispense aerator Confederate sequentially memorabilia

impending aerial sequester memento

pendulum aerobic federation

affidavit

sequel commemorate

compensate anaerobic federal inconsequential remembrance

depend aeronautics perfidy sequacious memoir

Week 36: 
phon/son

Week 37: 
voc/vok

Week 38: 
anim

Week 39: 
path

Week 40: 
miss/mit

sonic vocations animation sympathy intermittent

dissonance provoke animator empathy permit

resonate evoke animated sympathize transmission

phonetic vocal inanimate sympathetic permission

symphony advocate animosity empathetic remiss

unison vocabulary animalistic empathize commitment

megaphone invoke animus apathetic submit

homophones equivocal magnanimity apathy mission

telephone revoke unanimous pathetic emissary

saxophone vociferous equanimous pathos omit
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